Commonwealth of Kentucky
House of Representatives
2022 Regular Session

HB 3 HFA 5

Adopt

YEAS: 24
NAYS: 68
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 8

YEAS: 24
Bojanowski  Flood  Kulkarni  Raymond  Tackett Laferty
Brown  Graham  Marzian  Roberts  Westrom
Burch  Hatton  Miller C  Scott  Wheatley
Cantrell  Herron  Minter  Stevenson C  Willner
Donohue  Jenkins  Palumbo  Stevenson P

NAYS: 68
Baker  DuPlessis  Huff T  McPherson  Rowland
Banta  Elliott  Imes  Meade  Rudy
Bechler  Fischer  King  Miles  Santoro
Bentley  Fister  Kirk McCormick  Moser  Sharp
Blevins  Flannery  Koch  Nemes  Sheldon
Bowling  Fleming  Koenig  Osborne  Smith
Branscum  Frazier Gordon  Lawrence  Petrie  Tate
Bray  Freeland  Lewis D  Pollock  Thomas
Bridges  Fugate  Lewis S  Pratt  Timoney
Calloway  Hale  Lockett  Prunty  Tipton
Decker  Hart  Maddox  Rabourn  Truett
Dixon  Heath  Massey  Reed  Webber
Dossett  Heavrin  McCool  Riley  Wesley
Dotson  Huff R  McCoy

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 8
Bratcher  Gooch  Meredith  Upchurch  White
Gentry  Johnson  Miller J
HB 3 HFA 3

RCS# 203

3/2/2022

3:40:26 PM

Adopt

YEAS: 22
NAYS: 64
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 14

YEAS: 22
Bojanowski DuPlessis Kulkarni Palumbo Stevenson P
Brown Flood Marzian Raymond Westrom
Burch Graham Miller C Roberts Wheatley
Cantrell Herron Minter Scott Willner
Donohue Jenkins

NAYS: 64
Baker Fister Huff T McPherson Rudy
Bechler Flannery Imes Meade Santoro
Bentley Fleming King Miles Sharp
Blanton Frazier Gordon Kirk McCormick Moser Sheldon
Bowling Freeland Koch Nemes Smith
Branscum Fugate Lawrence Osborne Tackett Laferty
Bray Gooch Lewis D Petrie Tate
Bridges Hale Lewis S Pollock Timoney
Calloway Hart Lockett Pratt Tipton
Decker Hatton Maddox Prunty Truett
Dixon Heath Massey Rabourn Webber
Dossett Heavrin McCool Reed Wesley
Fischer Huff R McCoy Riley

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 14
Banta Elliott Koenig Rowland Upchurch
Bratcher Gentry Meredith Stevenson C White
Dotson Johnson Miller J Thomas
Commonwealth of Kentucky
House of Representatives
2022 Regular Session

HB 3
AN ACT relating to public health. EMERGENCY

RCS# 204
3/2/2022

Pass
4:59:53 PM

YEAS: 77
NAYS: 20
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 3

YEAS: 77

Baker Elliott Imes Meade Rowland
Banta Fischer Johnson Meredith Rudy
Bechler Fister King Miles Santoro
Bentley Flannery Kirk McCormick Miller C Sharp
Blanton Fleming Koch Miller J Sheldon
Bowling Frazier Gordon Koenig Moser Smith
Branscum Freeland Lawrence Nemes Tackett Laferty
Bratcher Fugate Lewis D Osborne Tate
Bray Gooch Lewis S Petrie Thomas
Bridges Hale Lockett Pollock Timoney
Calloway Hart Maddox Pratt Tipton
Decker Hatton Masseey Prunty Truett
Dixon Heath McCool Rabourn Upchurch
Dossett Heavrin McCoy Reed Webber
Dotson Huff R McPherson Riley Wesley
DuPlessis Huff T

NAYS: 20

Bojanowski Donohue Jenkins Raymond Stevenson P
Brown Flood Kulkarni Roberts Westrom
Burch Graham Marzian Scott Wheatley
Cantrell Herron Minter Stevenson C Willner

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 3

Gentry Palumbo White
HB 3  
AN ACT relating to public health and declaring an emergency. 

3/29/2022 
4:40:16 PM 

Adopt sfa1 

YEAS: 9 
NAYS: 26 
PASSES: 0 
NOT VOTING: 3 

YEAS : 9 
Berg  McGarvey  Raque Adams  Webb 
Givens  Neal  Thomas  Yates 
Harper  Angel  

NAYS: 26 
Alvarado  Hornback  Schroder  Turner 
Carpenter  McDaniel  Smith  West 
Carroll  Meredith  Southworth  Westerfield 
Castlen  Mills  Stivers  Wheeler 
Douglas  Nemes  Storm  Wilson 
Girdler  Parrett  Thayer  Wise 
Higdon  Schickel  

PASSES : 0 

NOT VOTING : 3 
Embry  Howell  Kerr
AN ACT relating to public health and declaring an emergency.

PASS HB 3 w/ scs1 sfa2 sfa3

YEAS: 29
NAYS: 0
PASSES: 0
NOT VOTING: 9

YEAS: 29
Alvarado Hornback Raque Adams Thayer
Carpenter Howell Schickel Turner
Carroll McDaniel Schroder West
Castlen Meredith Smith Westerfield
Douglas Mills Southworth Wheeler
Girdler Nemes Stivers Wilson
Givens Parrett Storm Wise
Higdon

NAYS: 0

PASSES: 0

NOT VOTING: 9
Berg Kerr Neal Webb
Embry McGarvey Thomas Yates
Harper Angel
HB 3 SFA 3

Concur

YEAS: 74
NAYS: 18
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 8

YEAS: 74
Baker    DuPlessis    Huff T    Meade    Rudy
Banta    Elliott     Imes      Meredith  Santoro
Bechler  Fischer     Johnson   Miles     Sharp
Bentley  Fister      King      Miller J  Sheldon
Blanton  Flannery    Kirk McC  Moser     Smith
Bowling  Fleming     Koch      Nemes     Tackett Laferty
Branscum Frazier Gordon Koenig Osborne Tate
Bratcher Freeland    Lawrence Petrie   Thomas
Bray     Fugate       Lewis D  Pollock   Timoney
Bridges  Gooch       Lockett   Pratt     Tipton
Calloway Hale        Maddox   Prunty    Truett
Decker   Hart         Massey   Rabourn   Upchurch
Dixon    Hatton       McCool   Reed      Webber
Dosssett Heath       McCoy    Riley     Wesley
Dotson   Heavrin      McPherson Rowland

NAYS: 18
Brown    Herron       Minter    Scott    Westrom
Cantrell Jenkins     Palumbo  Stevenson C Wheatley
Donohue  Kulkarni     Raymond  Stevenson P Willner
Graham   Miller C     Roberts

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 8
Bojanowski Flood    Huff R    Marzian  White
Burch    Gentry      Lewis S
**HB 3**

AN ACT relating to public health and declaring an emergency.

RCS# 445

3/29/2022

Final Passage 9:31:39 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAS: 74</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAKER DUPLISSIS HUFF T MEADE RUDY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANTA ELLIOTT IMES MERRIEDTH SANTORO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECHLER FISHER JOHNSON MILES SHARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENTLEY FISTER KING MILLER J SHELDON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLANTON FLANNERY KIRK MCCORMICK MOLER SMITH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWLING FLEMING KOCHE NEMES TACKETT LAFERTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANSCUM FRAZIER GORDON KEOIN OSBORNE TATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRATCHER FREELAND LAWRENCE PETRIE THOMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAY FUGATE LEWIS D POLLOCK TIMONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGES GOOCH LOCKETT PRATT TIPTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALLOWAY HALE MADDOX PRUNTY TRUETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER HART MASSEY RABBORN UPCHURCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIXON HATTON MCCOOL REED WEBBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSSETT HEATH MCCOY RILEY WESLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOTSON HEAVRIN MCPHERSON ROWLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NAYS: 19 |
| BOJANOWSKI GRAHAM MILLER C ROBERTS WESTROM |
| BROWN HERRON MINTER SCOTT WHEATLEY |
| CANTRELL JENKINS PALUMBO STEVENSON C WILLNER |
| DONOHUE KULKARNI RAYMOND STEVENSON P |

| ABSTAINED: 0 |

| NOT VOTING: 7 |
| BURCH GENTRY LEWIS S MARZIAN WHITE |
| FLOOD HUFF R |
Commonwealth of Kentucky  
House of Representatives  
2022 Regular Session

HB 3  
AN ACT relating to public health. EMERGENCY  
RCS# 541

4/13/2022  
2:42:48 PM

Veto Override

| YEAS: 76 |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Baker | Elliott | Huff T | McPherson | Rowland |
| Banta | Fischer | Imes | Meade | Rudy |
| Bechler | Fister | Johnson | Meredith | Santoro |
| Bentley | Flannery | King | Miles | Sharp |
| Blanton | Fleming | Kirk McCormick | Miller J | Sheldon |
| Bowling | Frazier Gordon | Koch | Moser | Smith |
| Branscum | Freeland | Koenig | Nemes | Tackett Laferty |
| Bratcher | Fugate | Lawrence | Osborne | Tate |
| Bray | Gooch | Lewis D | Petrie | Thomas |
| Bridges | Hale | Lewis S | Pollock | Timoney |
| Calloway | Hart | Lockett | Pratt | Tipton |
| Decker | Hatton | Maddox | Prunty | Truett |
| Dixon | Heath | Massey | Rabourn | Upchurch |
| Dossett | Heavrin | McCool | Reed | Webber |
| Dotson | Huff R | McCoy | Riley | Wesley |
| DuPlessis | | | | |

| NAYS: 21 |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Bojanowski | Flood | Kulkarni | Raymond | Stevenson P |
| Brown | Graham | Marzian | Roberts | Westrom |
| Burch | Herron | Minter | Scott | Wheatley |
| Cantrel | Jenkins | Palumbo | Stevenson C | Willner |
| Donohue | | | | |

| ABSTAINED: 0 |

| NOT VOTING: 3 |
|---|---|---|
| Gentry | Miller C | White |
HB 3

AN ACT relating to public health and declaring an emergency.

RSN# 2353

4/13/2022

FINAL PASSAGE HB 3 VETO OVERRIDE

YEAS: 31
NAYS: 6
PASSES: 0
NOT VOTING: 1

YEAS : 31
Alvarado Hornback Raque Adams Turner
Carpenter Howell Schickel Webb
Carroll Kerr Schroder West
Castlen McDaniel Smith Westerfield
Douglas Meredith Southworth Wheeler
Girdler Mills Stivers Wilson
Givens Nemes Storm Wise
Higdon Parrett Thayer

NAYS : 6
Berg McGarvey Thomas Yates
Harper Angel Neal

PASSES : 0

NOT VOTING : 1
Embry